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Formula 330 CBR Outboard
Boat Type: Sport Cruiser

OVERVIEW

From stem to stern, everything about the Formula Crossover Bowrider series is designed to meet the needs of those

looking for a large, luxurious bowrider with comfortable overnight capabilities. This is where excellence meets

sophistication, and superiority meets authenticity. The Formula 330 Crossover Bowrider embodies this innovative

combination, and is every bit the upscale sport boat, combined with Formula prestige and your personal touch.

SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Formula Boat Type: Sport Cruiser

Model: 330 CBR Outboard Hull Material: Fiberglass

Year: 2017 Hull Type: Deep Vee

Category: Power   



Dimensions & Weight

Length: 33.00 ft Draft - max: 2 ft 11 in - 0.89 meter

LOA: 33 ft - 10.06 meter Bridge Clearance: 9 ft 1 in - 2.77 meter

Beam: 10 ft 3 in - 3.12 meter Dry Weight: 12500 ft

Deadrise Aft: 21.00 °   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 151 gallons - 1 tank(s) Holding Tank: 26 gallons - 1 tank(s)

Fresh Water Tank: 25 gallons - 1 tank(s)   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: - Crew Cabins: -

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: - Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   

FEATURES

The helm features all-new dual position command and companion seating with options to sit, stand or rest on the

upright seat. Individual backrests easily adjust fore and aft for watersport lookouts or all-around conversation. The

chrome shifters/throttles and waterproof rocker switches are within easy reach. Livorsi gauges guarantee confident

command at the liquid black aluminum dash with standard Garmin® 547 GPS color chartplotter for fine-tuned

control. The richly upholstered dash eyebrow and leather-wrapped, polished stainless steering wheel give a refined

look and feel to the entire dash area constructed of sturdy fiberglass composite. A dash-mounted, full-feature stereo

remote control delivers music through six marine-grade speakers in the cockpit and two in the cabin. The lockable

glove box protects your valuables as you enjoy the day.

The cockpit features a layout that maximizes space, comfort and style. The roomy portside lounge and U-shaped

lounge aft take full advantage of the clever helm seat convertibility to expand seating options, while the convenient

table with Corian® top adapts to fit various entertaining activities and lowers for sun lounge extension. Beautifully

contoured seating with precision piping and contrasting textures integrate recessed lumbar areas that are expertly

designed to showcase sleek Corian surfaces and blue LED lighting. 22 drinkholders throughout the bow and cockpit

offer ease and convenience as you set out for the ride. Storage is abundant at every turn on the 330 CBR, from

dedicated lockers for tables and cushions to easy access under seats and floor storage for all your boating gear. An

expansive, lighted in-floor lazerette offers incredible space for beach and watersport gear. The molded cockpit

wetbar features an integrated sink and picnicware bin accessible through two accordion Corian countertops plus an

Igloo® cooler or optional stainless pull-out fridge. Stunning blue LED lighting adds a dramatic flair as you entertain.

Forward, the deep bow section is a seamless transition from the cockpit with a flush floor all the way to the bow.

Seating is plentiful, yet convertible to a spacious sun lounge with a double-wide lounge seat to starboard, two dual

height tables and wrap-around seating with filler cushions. Two integrated, under-seat coolers throughout the cockpit

keep drinks and snacks chilled and ready to refresh the crew at all times.

The rear-facing, extra-wide aft sun lounge with convertible backrests and storage below also adds to the sunbathing

space and overlooks the optional extended swim platform with four drink holders. Blue/white LED lighting is standard



on the swim platform as in the cockpit, and is cleverly recessed at the transom, perfect for highlighting your boat’s

name proudly.

Entering the cabin through the centerline door at the helm, solid wood steps lead to woodgrain-finish flooring and a

full six feet of headroom. The L-shaped Ultraleather® lounge features a dual position backrest, perfect for sitting or

converting to a queen-sized sleeping area. An optional 24” HDTV/DVD player is perfect for taking a break from the

action, while the standard Clarion® AM/FM/CD stereo w/iPod/USB docking station, Bluetooth and two 6½” speakers

lets you enjoy music in the cabin and the cockpit. The cabin features roomy storage forward, a portside cabinet and

a microwave option. The spacious head features a molded vanity with Corian countertop, sink, retractable shower

and VacuFlush® head unit, plus plenty of storage. The cabin is perfect for overnight trips or taking a break from the

sun, with room to stretch out and relax.
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